
JULIUS CAESAR EFFECTIVE LEADER

One of the earliest examples of Caesar as a good leader comes from his early life . Julius Caesar was born into a
patrician family in Rome; although they were.

It was one of his greatest weaknesses as a statesman and therefore led him to be ineffective as a politician.
Caesar chased Pompey all the way to Egypt, where he was horrified to learn that the Egyptians had betrayed
Pompey, and demanded compensation. Caesar was eventually pushed to the limit, and had his armies cross the
Rubicon River the Roman boarder. He was not as sure of himself as he had been, having learnt from his
mistakes. Modern statue of Julius Caesar Julius Caesar is widely regarded as one of the greatest commanders
of all time. Honors World History. Julius had gone to great lengths to achieve this position, the highest
position in the government, and yet he was still not satisfied. Even once his time as consul had ended, he was
elected proconsul to extend his ruling time. Julius had such an impression, that the Senate of Rome officially
dubbed Julius Caesar as being Divine. Once more, ever the opportunist Caesar used this as an excuse to invade
Gaul. All rights reserved. Lucius Cornelius Sulla is another appropriate man to compare Caesar to, a military
man who also followed on to be dictator perpetuus. These were very effective, and they were routinely used in
sieges by both the defenders and the attackers. Caesar repeatedly stressed his policy of clemency. Antony
would be a good leader of Rome because he is confident, noble, and persuasive. Edited by Robert Cowley and
Geoffrey Parker. Even whilst away in Gaul he sent funds to be used on the construction of public buildings.
He stormed many Celtic hill forts in Gaul by using ballistas and catapults, such as at the siege of Siege of
Uxellodunum, in Gaul. Victorious in Spain, Caesar then sailed to Macedonia, but he could not dislodge
Pompey from his base at Dyrrhachium modern Durazzo. There is another clear contrast, Caesar ruled for the
people of Rome not the nobility; he wiped debts and procured land for all veterans. Julius was planning a
military campaign against the Parthians, who had killed Crassus. Antony was seen to be noble towards Caesar.
Using traditional political methods Caesar was elected as first consul of Rome.


